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How to Make Low 
Waste Vegetable Soup
Using vegetable scraps!
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Step 1: Gather Ingredients
Gather vegetables of choice. 
Some good options are carrots, 
onions, celery, garlic, 
mushrooms, and corn. For my 
soup, I used. . .
1. Carrots
2. Asparagus
3. White onion
4. Potato
5. Mushrooms
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Vegetables a little bruised or “imperfect”? 
That’s good news! It’s okay to use these 
items because more often than not, these 
will be the ones that are thrown away by 
stores  and wasted. 



Step 2: Wash, Peel, and Chop
1. Wash vegetables 

thoroughly to get the dirt 
off. Be mindful of water 
usage. 

2. Peel the carrots, onion, and 
potato. Save all skins and 
peels. 

3. Chop up the vegetables, 
saving all parts. 
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Step 3: Simmering the Ingredients
1. Add the peels and scraps to a pot 

filled with about 6 cups of water (or 
as needed). Add vegetable scraps 
and peels. Bring to a boil, then 
simmer for 45 minutes covered with 
a lid. Don’t forget to season!

2. To cook the vegetables, put them in 
a separate pot filled with water and 
then bring to a boil, simmer until 
vegetables are soft/have the desired 
texture. 



Step 4: Collect Broth and Enjoy!
1. Strain out the vegetable 

scraps from the broth. 
The scraps can be 
composted. 

2. Now that you have your 
broth, add in the cooked 
vegetables, serve, and 
enjoy!



Reflection
Preparing the soup made me realize how much waste I produce just 
from one meal. Ordinarily, I would have thrown all of the vegetable 
scraps in the trash as food waste. I felt satisfied making this soup 
because I had the opportunity to make better choices, and instead 
incorporate what would’ve been waste into my dish. I never even 
knew that the peel of an onion was even edible, or that the parts of the 
vegetables I would have tossed are actually filled with nutrients and 
flavor. The soup tasted pretty good, for someone who doesn’t cook a 
whole lot of complex meals. It’s also an easy way to use up a ton of 
random produce at once, which is helpful if it is about to spoil. I can’t 
wait to try some more low food waste recipes and alter my storage 
habits to conserve resources. 
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